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In the 1960s, many thousands of Indian families made the decision to start a new life in England. 

Billu Leaves India! is about a 6-year-old boy called Billu, who is suddenly confronted with leaving the village he loves.
Set in the 1960s, it captures the suddenness of the emigration decision that many families made at that time. The
book revolves around these journeys, the resulting impact upon relationships and the hopes and aspirations of
families moving to their new life. At the heart of the story is the close relationship between Billu and his uncle �
Tyaa � who he visits every day. As a parting gift, Tyaa, a coppersmith, makes him a bowl, which the story hints has
magical qualities.

�All of your memories of India will stay in it. As you grow older, memories of England will fill your mind but the bowl will help
you remember what you love about India. Look deep into the bowl and your memories will come back.�

This book captures a child�s perspective at leaving, and the importance of memories and sentimental artefacts. The
story ends at New Delhi airport, with Billu on the steps of the plane clutching the copper bowl that will become an
important symbol of his long-distance relationship with Tyaa.

An evocative, heartwarming children�s novel, Billu leaves India! will be enjoyed by children aged 7-12. The themes will
resonate with the many multi-cultural communities of England, and the story will enable children to compare Billu�s
journeys with one they may have made themselves. All profits are going to Oxfam and Derby Open Centre.

GERSH SUBHRA has just left the University of Derby after 20 years of working with Youth & Community work students. He is
currently involved in studying for a Doctorate and volunteering for Oxfam and the Derby Open Centre, a charity working with
children to raise their awareness of multi-faith issues. He is also a member of Adoption and Fostering Panels for Derby City Council
and FosterPlus, a national fostering agency.
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